1. ________________ are the children?

2. I ________________ forget anything. Ha! Ha!

3. I haven’t eaten ________________ yesterday.

4. I love to take long ________________.

5. My dog ________________ tall in only a few weeks.

6. They ________________ in their papers.

7. Who ________________ it?

---

Write the word and add ed

1. sniff ________________ 2. pick ________________ 3. touch ________________ 4. watch ________________ 5. park ________________ 6. warn ________________ 7. part ________________ 8. smile ________________

---

Write the letter. Match the meaning

1. chipmunk E  2. south ___ 3. woods ___ 4. pick ___ 5. most ___ 6. look ___ 7. watch ___ 8. backed ___

A. back up  B. forests  C. gather  D. direction  E. animal  F. see  G. clock  H. many
1. The ______________________ played. (chipmunks, trees)
2. I am ______________________ to 100. (because, counting)
3. This is ____________________ toys. (them, their)
4. The _____________________ was really wet. (ground, being)
5. _______________________ are very good. (Their, Those)
6. I ______________________ those myself. (making, made)
7. We live ______________________. (take, together)

Root or Base Words

1. turned
2. around
3. chipmunks
4. sniffing
5. smiles
6. working
7. walker
8. happily

barked

ABC Order

1. remarked
2. checked
3. barked
4. mailed
5. thanked
6. chipmunk
7. painted
8. finished
Lucy ________________ cookies at the fair.

You need to _________________ the rabbit carefully.

Carl will _________________ clothes for Mom.

Kim ___________________ the class a great story.

The man can _________________ the boat in the lake.

Did you _________________ the grass for Dad?

grows in damp places.

Tim is sick with a _________________ today.

The blue _________________ fell out of the girl’s hair.
1. The birds fly __________________ in the winter.
2. They __________________ out the candles on the cake.
3. Mudge was __________________ the ground.
4. How __________________ stickers do you have?
5. __________________ you please come home.
6. Henry and Mudge went for a walk in the _____________.
7. I’m ____________________ with the paper.

Contractions - Write the 2 words
're = are,  's = is  n't = not

| 1. you're | you | are |
| 2. we're |     |     |
| 3. they're |     |     |
| 4. he's |     |     |
| 5. aren't |     |     |
| 6. can't |     |     |
| 7. isn't |     |     |

Match words with the same vowel sounds.

bark c
leaves ___
snap___
I___
woods___
blow___
wish___

A. stood
B. bee
C. art
D. big
E. show
F. sky
G. fast
1. He ___________________________ about the weather.
2. Let's go ______________________________.
3. They went ___________________________ the house.
4. Henry and Mudge go ______________________ on walks.
5. Please ______________________________ do that again.
6. Last year I was in ____________________________ grade.
7. Mudge ___________________________ Henry's face.

**Compound Words**

1. flag_________ pole_________
2. ear__________
3. pan__________
4. candy_________
5. hay___________
6. sun___________
7. pine ___________
8. see____________
9. door____________

Write the two words for the contractions

- n't = not,  'm = am,  are ='re   's = is

1. can't  can____ not
2. he's _______ _______
3. I'm _______
4. she'll _______ _______
5. they're_______ _______
6. isn't _______ _______
7. she's _______
8. we're _______
9. I'll _______ _______